Is the scion xb a good car
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Please call Member Services at View all Scion Vehicles. The xB grew longer and wider with the
redesign. The amount of interior space offered, given the exterior dimensions, is quite
impressive. Two adults will fit into the back seat with ease; three can be accommodated in a
pinch. The 2. While the revised styling improved interior comfort, it hurt outward visibility to the
rear. Later models offered a rear-view camera to try to compensate. The cube-like xB has very
good space efficiency and a roomy interior. The low floor and high roof make access almost as
easy as walking into the next room. Handling is fairly nimble. Good visibility and compact
dimensions make the xB a great city car. However, on a long highway drive, its choppy ride and
high levels of wind noise can be somewhat fatiguing. In our testing, the manual transmission xB
got 30 mpg. Electronic stability control was available from the first year, which is rather
impressive for such an inexpensive car. Who Owns Which Car Brands? A road map to auto
industry ownership and partnerships. Detailed lists of cars from model years that feature key
safety systems. Latest Scion Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Click to see full answer. Also question is, is the Scion xB reliable? Power gives the xB
a reliability rating of three out of five, which is about average. My Scion TC is reliable and
enjoyable to drive and economical to maintain. The interior is comfortable and the front seats
give good support. The air conditioning and heating work well. The controls on the steering
wheel are easy to use. A press release issued this morning said the decision to discontinue
Scion was made in part because the younger buyers Scion was founded to attract are happy
buying Toyota models. More than a decade ago, Scion was created to attract young buyers into
the Toyota fold with inexpensive small cars and no-haggle pricing. The cube-like xB has very
good space efficiency and a roomy interior. Good visibility and compact dimensions make the
xB a great city car. However, on a long highway drive, its choppy ride and high levels of wind
noise can be somewhat fatiguing. In our testing, the manual transmission xB got 30 mpg. Is
Scion as reliable as Toyota? Consumer Reports released the results of its annual car reliability
survey today, and Scion came out as the top brand, with the fewest reported problems.
Toyota-branded cars showed up at No. What does the Scion xB stand for? How much does a
Scion xB cost? That's with a manual transmission. How much is a Scion xB worth? Are Scion
xB good cars? With just standard maintenance, the Scions built in and before are , mile
vehicles. The xB is roomy, comfortable and versatile while still being very economical and
reliable. Hands down, the best car I have ever owned. Even thought of buying another Scion XB
just because there as so great. Good little car and there are lots of after market accessories.
Bought Scion Xb in summer of and have driven miles. The car is an excellent handling machine
especially in the city. It has a very comfortable and spacious back seat so comfortable and easy
entry they are using the Solar Yellow Xb's as cabs. Are scions expensive to fix? None of its
models made the most expensive list. In addition to the Toyota models that fared well, Kia's
Soul and Honda's Fit also had low maintenance costs. Are scions expensive to maintain? Scion
no longer exists as a brand, but its cars are still cheap to maintain. Does Scion use Toyota
parts? Additionally, our factory trained certified technicians using Genuine Toyota Parts, are
available to service your Scion if these programs are no longer applicable for your vehicle. Are
scions bad cars? It's not a bad car, it just doesn't have anything that sets it apart. It's heavy,
underpowered, and incredibly boring to drive. All it has going for it is reliability; that being said
it is a good first car for a young driver. It's not heavy. What is the most reliable brand of car?
Hyundai Motor Group took the top three spots with its Genesis, Kia, and Hyundai brands for the
second year in a row. Ford and Toyota each had two brands make the top These are the 10
most-reliable automotive brands, based on their number of reported problems per vehicles. Are
scions fast? The Scion tC isn't the fastest or most nimble sports coupe in its class, and
reviewers complain that it rides harshly on rough pavement. However, as long as you're not
expecting overly thrilling driving dynamics, auto writers say you'll find the tC to be a
satisfactory choice. How many is too many miles on a car? One rule of thumb to keep in mind,
especially when looking at reports like Carfax or AutoCheck, is that 15, miles per year is
considered to be the industry average. Therefore, if you're looking at a vehicle that is ten years
old, it's not unreasonable for it to have , to , miles on it. Have any Question? Let us answer it! Is
the OLTP database design optimal for a data warehouse? What channel is newsmax on
spectrum? Co-authors 8. Recently, it was announced that Scion is discontinuing the xB and tC
models. Don't let that discourage you from purchasing either going forward as used cars. It
seems like more and more is being written about what is known as orphan carsâ€”cars that
have been discontinued by their manufacturers. Mostly it has to do with poor sales and

declining interest in the vehicles. Its general manager claims that Scion has said all along that
its models will be one and done. In effect, there won't be an entirely redesigned new car bearing
the xB title nor the tC title. What's weird about the one-and-done claim is the belief that the
Scion xB was in its second generation. That's a belief backed up by About. He referred to the
Scion xB as the second generation, too. He also called it a proper family car. The strange thing
is Aaron also refers to the Scion tC as being all-new, which would imply a second generation for
the little coupe that was first introduced in Like others, Aaron just kind of liked the car and
wasn't bubbling over in his enthusiasm for it. Positive reviews were probably going to be
ignored because, frankly, Scion had at that point in become a largely ignored brand. That's all
changed with the onset of the Scion FR-S, which should finally give the brand some mojo again.
Of the two, the Scion xB is the much better car and it's a shame to see it go. Consumer Reports
fairly loves the Scion xB. It said in its overview subscription required for full information. The
low floor and high roof make access almost as easy as walking into the next room. Handling is
fairly nimble. Good visibility and compact dimensions make the xB a great city car. In its
overview, the magazine says, "Expect very good fuel economy. Use that last little tidbit to your
advantage if you are shopping for a coupe. Point out to any prospective sellers that Consumer
Reports does not recommend the Scion tC as a good bet and that makes you concerned as a
buyer. Consider that a ploy on your part to get a better price for the vehicle, especially from a
private seller. One point to clarify: Consumer Reports has no reliability data for the to Scion tC
models. That's most likely because not enough data has been supplied by its subscribers to
rate the vehicle. You have little to worry about with older Scion tC models. Its average reliability
by Consumer Reports is perplexing because with the to models, only the model has one white
circle indicating average reliability for major transmission problems and the model has average
reliability for the fuel system. Otherwise, everything else is above average or excellent
reliability. Let's face it. Scions are made by Toyota. They're going to be fairly reliable. You, as an
informed buyer, will know that but sellers may have trouble countering you when you point out
Consumer Reports does not label the Scion tC a good bet. That doesn't mean Consumer
Reports doesn't recommend the car but it might seem that way. Frankly, you might have trouble
negotiating much on a Scion xB. It's a good bet from Consumer Reports. Less-informed sellers
might fall for the belief that its discontinuance lowers its value somewhat. It's always worth
trying. However, don't be upset about paying the asking price for either a Scion tC or Scion xB.
Overall, they are both good used cars. As always, make sure you have a complete independent
inspection done of any used car before making the final purchase. Keith Griffin. Keith Griffin is
a member of the New England Motor Press Association and has been an automotive journalist
and new car reviewer for more than a decade. Updated April 18, I've also heard some owners
complaining about windshield cracks. I'm not sure if this is a defect or a problem resulting from
the way the windshield sits rather straight up and down. The second generation of the boxy,
funky xB has grown. It is now two inches wider and a foot longer. The new 2. The previously
choppy ride has improved and handling is responsive. The interior is quieter, but the gauges
are still centered on the dash and the radio controls are a bit unintuitive. As before, the rear seat
is enormous and cabin access is very easy. The cargo area is generous, but visibility is
impaired by low windows and thick roof pillars that make the cabin dark. Curtain air bags and
electronic stability control are standard. I recently sold my Honda Element for a second
generation Scion xB and couldn't be happier. First of all, I take special delight in driving a car
that doesn't look like everything else on the road and the Element sold me on the boxy, big on
the inside, small on the outside concept. Second, the Scion xB is a terrific value. It's well
equipped with stuff you expect like power steering, brakes, windows and locks, plus it has a
decent stock audio system and features you don't always find on cars in this price range, like
six air bags, ABS, traction control and stability control. Beyond that, it has the Camry
four-cylinder engine, gets decent gas mileage about 27 mpg on average and up to on the
highway , and is fun to drive. The interior is a little bland, but the seats are comfortable and very
roomy. The ride is smooth and the xB is very quiet on the road for what is basically an
econobox.. The xB is available in only two versions All other options are dealer installed, or DIY
if you are mechanically inclined. It's also highly customizable with TRD performance parts and
other Scion or aftermarket accessories. Scion has a true no-haggle pricing policy which makes
it easy to buy an xB. Just watch out for dealers that try to pack on unneccesary extras like paint
sealant, upholstery protection and strange dealer "fees" that basically just boost the price. The
xB isn't perfect, but I haven't found anything I can't live with. The center console is pretty
useless, there's no lock on the glovebox and some people don't like the center mounted gauge
cluster although I love it. It's a giant leap forward from the original xB design, and hopefully has
Toyota's reputation for quality and reliability. I don't know what these other guys are referring to
as "poor visibility".. I am in mine for about 14 hours a day because of my job. I am in downtown

Dallas daily, and I love it because it maneuvers so well. I can parallel park in places that I
shouldn't be able to. I can make a 3-point u-turn in a one lane street. And I get about mpg in
town and around 33 or so on the highway. Interior passenger space is excellent. Cargo space is
lacking, but who buys a 4-cylinder economy car to haul giant objects? It serves its purpose very
well. It's very cheap both to buy and to maintain, and very reliable. I plan on buying another one
in the next few months for my wife. Hey scion is not a car ,It's an SUV,Handling much
better,luxurious interior,acceleration is also better. Trending News. Scalise says Biden is
president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme
Court delivers
2008 gmc envoy slt
2005 e320 mercedes
96 caprice classic parts
blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders says his office robbed while he coached. Dylan
Farrow says Woody Allen 'was always hunting me'. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver
airplane incident. UCLA gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight
jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Before he stormed Capitol, student's tweets raised alarm. Any
weekness? Or advantage about this car? Answer Save. Highs: Access, interior room, rear seat,
standard ESC, neat interior details. Lows: Driving position, dark cabin, visibility, fit and finish.
Curtain air bags and electronic stability control are standard recommended alternative Honda
Pilot similar but not recommended are the HHR it suffers from even worse visibility and poor
performance and the PT Cruiser that has reliability problems. Bald Eagle Lv 5. How do you think
about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Of course not. Weakness,It's
Japaneses,nough said. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.

